A novel application of velocity-based force control for use in robotic biomechanical testing.
This paper presents a novel application of a velocity-based force control routine used for robotic biomechanical testing. The routine employs a jog function, available from the robot's motion commands, that permits easy adjustment of velocity on each axis. Force and moment targets are achieved by adjusting jog velocities in proportion to force or moment errors while limiting the maximum velocity of the system. The force control jog routine does not require specimen stiffness values and is inherently stable. The performance of the method was shown to be suitable for unconstrained in vitro spine testing in a rabbit model where extremely small motions are necessary to maintain the target force values. The jogging feature on which this work is based is a feature available on most robots and is equally applicable to a serial robot. The simplicity, stability, and performance of this method warrant its consideration for other robotic biomechanical testing applications where force control is required.